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An article about holidaying with a child with autism on a popular Australian website has sparked 
exasperation among many parents and advocates. Ian Rogerson, Nicole Rogerson and Michael Whelan
respond.
Against a backdrop of a middle-class vacation at a beach house, disability arrives and Lives are 
Changed when a kid "steals" a sausage roll. No. This is not the premise for a rejected David 
Williamson screenplay. It's the work of a writer who felt her weekend away with a family whose 
number happened to include an autistic kid deserved some attention.
As parents of children on the autism spectrum we too think the piece published on a major Australian
website yesterday deserves some attention. Just, perhaps, not in the way its author had hoped.
Yesterday, writer Kate Hunter was at pains to describe "a lovely couple of days" about which she had 
initially been "apprehensive" spent with a child she located at "the bad end of the spectrum". The "bad 
end" has since been sanitised to read as the "severe end". But to us parents and advocates, the original 
edit may have well stayed. Certainly, a fear and judgement of autistic kids remained overt in the piece.
And so too did a general fear of difference. We were talking last night and wondering if Hunter could 
make this a sort of Weekend Encounter series. "When the gay came to stay", "When the left handed 
couple visited", and perhaps "The night the kids saw the unemployed guy!".
The author's praise for the child's parents seems heartfelt, and her respect for his parents' journey 
obvious. Sure, she means to be a progressive mother-of-three eager to educate herself and her kids 
about difference. But, this reads to us like a boastful leisure narrative. Look at my perfect family break 
rocked by a kid who, so I've heard, sometimes fails to reach the toilet!
Hunter's concern for her children's exposure to disability seems strange to us. "I wondered how our 
kids would handle it. Our son Ben is three months younger than Aidan, and he's never spent time with 
a person with a disability." Rather than worry about what one of our dodgy kids might do to her normal 
kids, maybe a more appropriate feeling should have been slight embarrassment; embarrassment that her 
children were unprepared for a life of social inclusion and acceptance of people with a disability.
The author's two-dimensional rendering of the child with autism as an emotionally hollow caricature 
who puts on his sandals, steals your food and loves water is reminiscent of the barren and anachronistic 
clinical writings of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders. This kid, like all our 
kids, was a kid. He was more than a collection of symptoms. He was more than a blot on a perfect, 
waspish weekend away.
Hey. We know it isn't necessarily the author's fault that she offended us. It's very easy to do. Parents of 
special-needs children have our lives analysed badly by others quite a bit and we can tend to lose 
patience. You have to pay for real estate on the moral high-ground, and when we mortgage our capital 
on a response like this, we know we sound like bitter old farts. Bitter old farts? Guilty.
We are in favour of writing to raise awareness of autism and other disabilities; we simply feel the 
column inches were wasted by not addressing autism's real issues. Chief among these are the sheer 
number of Australian children with the disorder, the lack of funding for, and the limited availability of 
quality early intervention, the ongoing stress and lack of support for parents.
Autism Spectrum Disorder is a public health crisis in this country, and in this election year, we have 
serious issues to discuss and solve. For too long, governments have ignored our community and we are 
no longer prepared to be presented as a sideshow 'lifestyle article' on a mummy blog!
The author may have set out to write a travelogue of autism, but she never even left the transit lounge. 
The article was no more than a stopover.
Written by Michael Whelan (Author of 'The Other Country'), Nicole Rogerson (CEO of Autism 
Awareness Australia) and Ian Rogerson (Broadcaster). Parents to Connor and Jack.
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